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                    Personal projects

                    	
                                
                                    Fletnix & Chill

                                
                                
                                    A multiplayer game room setup with Laravel, web sockets and VueJS. Available games include Pictionary & Tetris.
Contact me for a demo!                                                                            	
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                                    ReeTracer [WASM]

                                
                                
                                    A ray tracer written in C++, brought to the web by WebAssembly.
Developed a renderer in plain JavaScript with Web workers first, and ported this code to C++ to test the capabilities of WASM.                                                                            	
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                                                                                                                	Mini-site
	Realtime pong experiment
	PowerPoint Presentation


                                                                    

                            
	
                                
                                    Advent Of Code

                                
                                
                                    Advent of Code is an Advent calendar of small programming puzzles for a variety of skill sets and skill levels that can be solved in any programming language one likes. These are my solutions.                                                                            	
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                                                                                                                	2019
	2020
	2021
	2022


                                                                    

                            
	
                                
                                    ReeTracer [Flash]

                                
                                
                                    A ray tracer written in ActionScript 3.0 [Flash].
Not very fast, but a fun project nonetheless.                                                                            	
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                                                                                                                	Mini-site


                                                                    

                            
	
                                
                                    Phong

                                
                                
                                    A modern iteration of the original Atari classic of the seventies.
Written in ActionScript 3.0, using Adobe AIR to publish to mobile devices. Got it running on my iPhone 4 in the day, but never got the chance to publish to the app store.                                                                            	
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                                                                                                                	Mini-site


                                                                    

                            
	
                                
                                    Project apex

                                
                                
                                    Written for our thesis in the final year of college.
Me and a friend built this "Race simulation with Artificial Intelligence". We tackled a lot of stuff for the first time in this project, like programming with a C++ 2D rendering engine, machine learning, user interface building, ...                                                                            	
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                                                                                                                	Report (NL)
	Application


                                                                    

                            
	
                                
                                    Motherday special

                                
                                
                                    Just sine waves and stuff                                                                                                                	Mini-site


                                                                    

                            
	
                                
                                    Docqmentor

                                
                                
                                    I hated all available PHP documentation generation options that were available at the time, so I decided to give it a go myself. This was however at the same time as DocBlox (citation needed) was maturing into the new phpDoc version. So didn't get much further than very simple output.                                                                                                                	Mini-site


                                                                    

                            
	
                                
                                    QExcel

                                
                                
                                    The QExcel library is an experimental Excel reader based on PHPExcel. It uses less resources by only looking at the actual content, ignoring styles etc. Used many times for professional web applications.                                                                                                                	Github
	Packagist


                                                                    

                            


                

            
	
                
                    Websites

                    	
                                
                                    Bloodborne: The Board Game Randomiser

                                
                                
                                    A web application designed for the Bloodborne board game. Provides advanced tile and enemy randomisation for each of the campaigns, including all expansions. Built using VueJS.                                                                            	
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                                                                                                                	App
	BGG thread


                                                                    

                            
	
                                
                                    Dr. Medaer

                                
                                
                                    Visual design made by a friend, implemented and made responsive by myself.
Originally with completely custom appointment module, which was later replaced with an integration from an existing system.                                                                            	
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                                                                                                                	Homepage


                                                                    

                            
	
                                
                                    Lengai Safari Lodge

                                
                                
                                    One man job for a friend, proving I'm not a designer.                                                                                                                	Homepage


                                                                    

                            
	
                                
                                    Misingi

                                
                                
                                    One man job for a good cause in Tanzania, made in Wordpress.                                                                                                                	Homepage
	Water campaign progress animation


                                                                    

                            


                

            
	
                
                    Artsy

                    	
                                
                                    deviantArt

                                
                                
                                    Started putting stuff on there a long time ago, and still use it from time to time. Mostly for traditional pencil art, but recently more digital painting and claynamics.                                                                            	
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                                                                                                                	Drawings
	Digital paintings
	Sculptures
	3D modeling
	Games
	Pixelart
	Vector art


                                                                    

                            
	
                                
                                    PhotoSoup

                                
                                
                                    For two years we had to organise a quiz in my sport club.
I was responsible for the picture rounds in which I put all of my team member's faces.                                                                                                                	2013 - Events
	2014 - Movies


                                                                    

                            


                

            
	
                
                    Music & Video

                    	
                                
                                    Happy Birthday

                                
                                
                                    A birthday video I pulled together for my sister in a couple of hours during the Corona Crisis                                                                                                                	YouTube


                                                                    

                            
	
                                
                                    last.fm

                                
                                
                                    I do not function without music.
Spotify is amazing for discovering new things, and last.fm is just nice for statistics!                                                                                                                	Profile


                                                                    

                            
	
                                
                                    SoundCloud

                                
                                
                                    I've been *trying* to play the guitar for a couple of years now.
When I ever git gud, I hope to put some self-written stuff up here.                                                                                                                	Lateralus cover


                                                                    

                            


                

            


    
    
    
